family of all blossom pair-generating subsets of M. It is shown in Section 4 that (II -p,) -PO is the cardinality of a minimum set of representatives of M; i.e., a subset r c M of minimum size for which r n mi # P, for all nZi E JU. Moreover; if such a set r is known, the problem of finding a maximum independent set of vertices for G can be solved thereon by a polynomially-bounded algorithm. Using the results of Section 4, a polynomially-bounded algorithm is developed in Section 5 which partitions an arbitrary graph G into subgraphs G,,, . . , Gq such that &(G) =&, P,(Gi). In addition, once maximum independent sets Si of vertices for G Ir . . . , Gq are known, a maximum independent set of vertices for G can be computed efficiently.
K-E Graphs
Let G be an arbitrary graph. and let M be a maximum edge-matching for G. The edges of M will be called heavy; those not in M will be called light. An altemaring path from vertex x to vertex y is a path p(x, y) whose edges are alternately light and heavy. An alternating path may begin (or end) with either a light or heavy edge. A vertex x is exposed relative to M (or llot spanned by M) if x is not the endpoint of a heavy edge. An odd cycle uO, ul, . . . . uak.uQ,k31 , is called a blossom if edges u, u2, u3u4, . . . , uzk-I uzk 
(This terminology is that of Edmonds [l]).
If S is a maximum independent set of vertices in G such that then (a) S
it4 S
In view i (,,, u1, l iil?t (2) or if;
necessarily contains every exposed vertex, and contains exactly one endpoint of each heavy edge. of (b), S contains exactly one of the vertices u, or &k in a blossom --, z&, uo; hence S does not contain a blossom tip. One may conclude then cannot be satisfied by a maximum independent set S if T her? is an alternating path u I, . . . , uzk-I (k 3 1) where .12u-5, . . . . u2k-2u2k _ 1 are heavy edges and u, is exposed, &k__ 1 is a b&som tip. (Note: for k = 1, u 1 is both exposed and a blossom tip )
there is an alternating path u,, u?. . . ., t& (k a 1) where ulu2 and uzh _ , uzk are heavy and u1 and &k are blossom tips.
As it turns out, if neither of configurations (3) or (4) is present then Algorithm A produces a maximum independent set of vertices S which satisfies (2). (The author is grateful for the referee's suggestions which greatly simplifies this algorithm and subsequent results in this paper.) It is assumed that a maximum edge matching M for G has been computed.
independence numbers of graphs
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Algorithm A.
Step 0. Let S=fl and H=G.
Step 2. If H = 8, stop. S is the desired independent set. If H contains an exposed vertex t, color z red and set FLAG = 1. If there are no exposed vertices, select a heavy edge in H, color one of its vertices red, the other blue, and set FLAG = 0.
Step 2. If no red vertex is adjacent to an uncolored vertex, place all red vertices in S, delete all colored vertices from H, and return to Step 1. If red vertex u is adjacent to uncolored vertex U, then edge uo is light and there is a heavy edge uw where w is necessarily uncolored also. (If there is no heavy edge VW, u is exposed and there is an odd alternating path z, ul, . . . , uzk, ZI with edges u&,. ...u2k-+~k heavy. Since z is exposed, this contradicts the fact that M was a maximum edge matching.) Color t, blue and w red. Define a "predecessor function" p by p(u) = u and p(w) = u.
Step 3. If no two red vertices are adjacent, return to Step 2. If two red vertices are adjacent, a blossom has been found whose tip x is pointed out by the predecessor function p. If FLAG = 0; x is an endpoint of a heavy edge xv; erase all colors, color x blue, y red, set FLAG = 2, and return to Step 2. If FLAG = 1; the predecessor function points out a path from the blossom tip x and the exposed vertex z. Stop: by virtue of (3), the desired independent set S does not exist. If FLAG = 2; the predecessor function points out a path between two blossom tips. Stop: by virtue of (4). the desired independent set S does not exist.
Algorithm A terminates when (a) H is empty in case the desired independent set S has been found, or (b) when a configuration of type (3) or (4) is found in which case the desired independent set S does not exist. Thus K-E graphs can be characterized as those graphs free of configurations (3) and (4) relative to a maximum edge matching M. Note that existence of configurations (3) and (4) does not depend on thz choice of maximum matchings since &, cannot simultaneously be both equal to and strictly less than n -fi 1. If G admits a perfect matching M (no exposed vertices) then G is K-E 8 no configuration of type (4) is present. An arbitrary graph G with maximum edge matching M can be extended to a graph G' with the properties
(c) &(G') =: P,,(G); moreover a maximum independent set S for G can be cbtained from a maximum independent set S' for G' by L. simple replacement operation. To construct G', let X be the set of exposed vertices of G relative to a maximum matching M. For each x E X, add a new vertex x' and new edges xx' and {x'y : y is adjacent to x}. M' = MU {xx' : x E X} is a perfect matching for G'. If 5' is a maximum independent set of vertices in G', replace each "new" vertex X'E S' by its associate x E X. The resulting set S is independent in G and (4) An alternate characterization of K-E graphs is useful for further analysis of the inequality (1) PO< n -0,. Let M be a perfect matching for G. (In view of the preceding paragraph, there is no loss of generality in assuming M to be a perfect matching.) Let x,x2 and y 1 y2 be heavy edges belonging to a blossom pair B. Then for each i, i = 1,2, there is an alternating path p(x,, yi) beginning and ending with light edges and contained in B. Conversely: two heavy edges x1x2 and y,y, of G will be called biconnected if there are alternating paths p(x,, yi) for i = 1,2; j = I,2 beginning and ending with light edges. A straightforward argument shows that a pair of biconnected heavy edges x1x2 and y , y, are contained in a blossom pair B. Thus
Theorem 2. An arbitrary graph G il-K-Eefor
any maximum matching M, the extension G' contains no pair of biconnected heavy edges.
We conclude with several examples. K-E (b). (c) and (d) illustrate the extension of a graph to a graph with a perfect matching, one oi which is not K-E (c) while the other is K-E (d).
3. An application to set covering and graph coloring Let 1'6 be a finite set and A ={A,, . . . , A,,,} be a family of clrbsets of X which covers X. Let G(X, A) be the graph with vertices X and edges XiXj ii i + j and xi and xi both belong to some Ak E A. A straightforward argument shows that 2, the cardirlality of a minimum subfamily of A which covers X satisfies
The latter number is the cardinalitq of a minimum edge cover (of vertices) of G which can be obtained from a maximum matching by well-known methods. If x1x2, . . . , x2z-lx2l is a minimum edge cover, choose Ai,, . . . , Ai, from A such that Aii contains both Xj and xi+*. This gives a minimum cover of X.
As a special case, let X be the vertices of a graph G and let 9 = {S,, . . . z S,,,) be the family of all independent sets of vertices of G, or, equivalen?ly, 9 is the family of all cliques in the graph-theoretic complement G* of G. The cardinality of a minimum cover of X by members of 9 is the chromatic number of G. Moreover, the graph G(X, 9) is precisely G*. Applying (5) &(G") e x(G) s n(G*) -P,(G*)
where x(G) is the chromatic number of G. If G* is K-E, a minimum edge cover of G* determines a minimum coloring for G. We require two lemmas 0 prove Theorem 3.
Lemma 1. If PO(G) > n(G) -&(G) -IRI, then every .maximum independent subset
S contains an endpoint of at kast one edge in R.
R. W. Demirtg
Proof. Suppose not. Delete the vertices spanned by the edges of R from G. Let G1 be the resulting subgraph. t&r assumption that there is an S which does nti>t contain an endpoint of an edge if R implies pO( G,) = PO(G). But G, is K-E; so P, (G)=P,(G,)=n(G,)-&(G,)=n(G)-h(G)-IRI,   a contradiction to &,(G)>(G)-P,(G)-) Rl.
Lemma 2. 1 R( s IMI -t for every graph G and; in addition, IRI = IM( -1 iff G is u complete graph.
Proof. If G is a complete graph, then any two heavy edges generate K4 which is in this case, a blossom pair. Thus R must contain all but one edge of M. Suppose G is not complete. Let x and y be non-adjacent vertices which are endpoints of heavy edges e and e', respectively. Any blossom pair containing either e or e' must contain at least one other heavy edge e"# e or e'. Then M\{e, e'} is a set of representatives of b and the lemma follows.
PsOOf Of Theorem 3. Let ei = xiyi for each ei E R. Delete the vertices 4 and yi for i=l,...
, p, along with incident edges from G. M\ R is a perfect matching for the resulting graph G,. Since R is an m.s.r. for 6. G, contains no blossom pair, hence is K-E. Then P,(G)+,(G,)=
n(G)-P,(G)-IR( and so
pfl(G)-'n(G)-p,(G)-(R( (6)
IFor 113 3, let %,, be the class of all n-vertex graphs which admit perfect matchings and for which inequality (6) is strict. By Lemma 2 K,, 4 53,,. Therefore, the class V?,, contains a graph G which has a maximal number of edges. G admits a simple de.&ption: if S is a maximum independent set OF vertices, then G\ S is a complete subgraph, and sx is an edge of G for each s E S and for each x E G \ S. is complete, G(B) nS is a maximum independent set of G(B) which consists of one endpoint of each edge of the perfect matching Mn G(B). This contradicts Theorem 1. Thus every blossom pair of G contains a heavy edge whose endpoints both lie in G\S. Let G' be the subgraph of G\S generated by the vertices spanned by heavy edges of G \S. G' is complete, so by Lemma 2, an m.s.r. R' must contain a!1 but one heavy edge of G'. Thus an m.s.r. R for G must cOnfain all but possibly one heavy edge e' of G'. On the other hand, Lemma 1 requires that R contain one heavy edge e which has one endpoint in S. Let R' be obtained by deleting e from R and replacing it ty e'. Then 1 R'( = 1 RI and R' is clearly a set c f representatives of the family b of blossom pairs of G. Thus R' is an m.s.r. for family b. Since no edge in R' has a vertex in S, P,(G)~n(G)-B,(G)-IR'I by h mma 1. This inequality, in turn, contradicts G E 5!?,,, and hence; implies %I,, is empty, completing the proof.
A maximum independent set S for an arbitrary graph G with perfect matching M can be computed easily once the difficult problem of finding an m.s.r. R for the family b of blossom pairs has been solved. Let G1 be the graph obtained by deleting the vertices x,, yi spanned by heavy edges ei E R, i = 1, _ . . , p along with all incident edges from G. Then G1 is K-E so
That is to say; a maximum independent set of vertices S for GI (computed by Algorithm A) is a maximum independent set of vertices for G.
Example 2. View Fig. 2 . R = {e,, eJ is an m.s.r. and vertices (1,5,7,9,13} form a maximum independent set for G1, hence for G. 
A. decomposition of arbitrary graphs
The relation "e is biconnected to e"' defined in Section 2 is an equivalence relation on the set M, a perfect matching for a graph G (or for its extension G' when G does not admit a perfect matching). Let MI, A&, . . . , A& be the equivalence classes which contain more than one edge and let MO be the set of remaining edges. Let Go, G1,. . . , Gq be the subgraphs of G generated by the vertices spanned by the edges of n/r,, . . . , h&, respectively. Go is K-E, and each blossom pair I3 is contained in exactly one of G1, . . . , Gq. (Theorem 2) Thus, if Ri is a minimum set of representatives of the set {Bi) of blossom pairs contained in Gi for i=l,. .., q, then R = U {Ri : i = 1,. . . , q} (disjoint union) is an m.s.r. for the set of blossom pairs in G. Moreover 
If x and y are vertices of Gi, i # 0, thcl there is no path p(x, y) of the form x, z)~, . . . , u2k, y (ka 1) where tr,v2,. . . , t)2k_lt)2k are heavy edges in Go and the remainir g edges art light.
(8) fa>llows from the fact that x is the endpoint of a heavy edge XX' in Gi. Since i # 0, xx' is biconnected to a heavy edge W' in Gi. In particular there are alterna?ing light-heavy paths p(x), u), p(x), u') each beginning and ending with a light edge. SimiLrly, y is adjacent to y' via a heavy edge yy' in Gj and there are light-heavy alternating paths p(y', w), p(y', w') where ww' is a heavy edge of Gi. If the path p(x, y) exists as described in (l), then uw' and ww' are biconnected by the paths and edges, p(x), u), p(x', u'), xx', p(x, y), p(y', w), p(y', w') and yy '. But M, and Mi are disjoint by definition. (9) follows by a similar argument showing thL% if a path p(x, y) has heavy edges UiVz,. . . , v2k_lv2k in Go, then each is biconnected to a heavy edge yy' for instance, in Gi. This contradicts the fact that ncl edge of MO is biconnected to another edge. Thus no such path p(x, y) exists. . Thus, we may choose So to be a maximum independent set of vertices in H and the last equality shows that So will be a maximum independent set of vertices of Go also. Since no vertex of S, can be adjacent to a vertex of Si, i # 0; S = S' U So is independent in G, which completes the proof.
If i # j and neither i nor i is 0 then no vertex of Gi is adjacent to a vertex of Gj by (8). The decomposition of G into the subgraphs Go, G1, . . . , Gq can therefore be obtained by calculating Go and removing it from G. The subgraphs G1,. . . , Gq are then the usual connected components of G\ G,. Algorithm B is a polynomially-bounded algorithm which computes Go -the subgraph generated by vertices spanned by all heavy edges of G which are not biconnected to another heavy edge relative to a perfect matching M for 6. The set of heavy edges M,r M which generate Go are equivalently characterized as those heavy edges not belonging to a blossom pair. (See Theorem 2.) Let M be a [perfect matching for G (or for the extension G' of G associated with a maximum. matching for G when G does not admit a perfect matching as in Section 2).
Algorithm B.
Step 0. Set UNSCAN = H = G, Go = 8. Ster I. If UNSCAN = 8 stop. Otherwise set FLAG = 0, choose a heavy edge uv in UNSCAN, and set x0 = u, y, = v.
